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This new bibliography by Stephen Rawles is the crowning achievement of decades of meticulous 
research on the activity of the Parisian printer and bookseller Denis Janot. Son of Jean Janot and 
Macée Trepperel, Denis was still a child when his father died in 1522, therefore it was his mother 
who continued Jean’s activity for a few years. He presumably started his career as a bookseller and 
started printing in 1529. In his relatively short career, concluded with his death in 1544, Janot was 
fairly productive, and collaborated with some of the most prominent Parisian printers and 
publishers. In this volume, Rawles banks on a key feature of early typography – that research must 
often rely on bibliographical analysis alone, in the absence of detailed documentary evidence. The 
author works his way through Janot’s career almost exclusively through bibliographical evidence, 
demonstrating what can be learnt through the critical analysis of early modern books. 
 
Based on the author’s doctoral thesis, the bibliography has expanded the work undertaken in the 
original study both in edition- and copy-related information. Almost four hundred editions are 
described in this volume (41 of these were not included in the original thesis), with the rather 
remarkable rate of copy inspection at around eighty percent. Some editions that had previously 
been described as lost have now successfully been located in one or more surviving copies. 
References to the USTC in each bibliographical description will allow the reader to verify the addition 
of newly catalogued copies over time.  
 
The extensive bibliographical descriptions contain a short-title, semi-diplomatic transcription of the 
title page, physical description of the edition, detailed list of contents, punctual description of 
typefaces (both with modern measurement on the 20 lines, and using the sixteenth-century 
denomination, e.g. gros-canon roman), woodcut initial letters (with reference to the inventory at pp. 
62-144), located copies, general notes, and several references to other resources. Special attention 
is paid to issues such as dates before Easter (indicated in the original typographical notes with the 
previous year, and rendered n.s. in the volume), with a discussion of each problematic case. This 
allows to properly explore the unfolding of Janot’s career as a printer, with a distinct sequence of 
outputs for each year.  
 
The printing of the title page transcriptions in red and black, reflecting the use on the original title 
pages, allows to perceive immediately the complexity of Janot’s title pages; notable examples are 
nos. 17.5 (pp. 235-236), 33 (pp. 256-257), 117 (pp. 389-391), 339 (pp. 702-703). The printing in more 
than one colour would obviously add an additional layer of complexity to the whole process 
(implying an additional passage of each sheet under the press) and needs to be considered while 
analysing the workflow of the early printing press. By rendering it in red, Rawles allows his readers 
to visualize the application and variation of practices in Janot’s print shop.  
 
The listing of located copies is in most cases extremely detailed; Rawles indicates copies that were 
not seen, or that colleagues examined for him. Consultation from digital surrogates (full or partial) is 
indicated. Where damage prevented the copy from being consulted at all, this is specified. While the 
absence of bibliographical fingerprints (noted by the author himself in the introduction) is 
regrettable, the extensive copy inspection serves to fulfil one of the core purposes of both LOC and 
STCN fingerprints, that is the identification of separate issues or of re-issues. Shared editions feature 
the distinction between issues, on a copy-by-copy basis; the recycling of old sheets is also noted 
whenever detected through copy inspection.  
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This level of analysis is essential to any serious investigation of the Parisian marketplace of print, 
where joint editions were an overwhelming practice, and were to become even more important 
towards the end of Janot’s career and in later decades. While many of these instances are 
documented in the classic works of reference by Renouard and Moreau, they are at best incomplete, 
and often garbled. Rawles contributes to rectifying the record, with several editions being 
documented as shared among six, seven, even nine printer-publishers, with the attribution of 
individual copies to each business partner. Our ability of classifying surviving copies of shared 
editions according to separate issues can be suggestive (though not conclusive proof) of each 
printer-publisher’s personal investment in a single publishing venture. It may lead to the 
identification of a majority partner in the printing of individual editions, or broader patterns of 
agreement when multiple collaborations can be compared. Here the collaboration of Janot-Foucher-
Gaultherot is a case in point, as the count of copies by name usually shows one partner (or the pair 
Foucher-Gaultherot) in a position of prominence.  
 
Janot’s collaborations are discussed critically by Rawles as part of an overview of his career in 
chapter one, divided according to phases. Rather helpfully, these considerations are accompanied by 
notes on the purchase of new typographical material, the investment in custom-made woodcut 
illustrations, and a calculation of the overall output in sheets. While Rawles laments, and rightly so, 
that these figures offer an incomplete picture of a printer’s activity without knowing the size of print 
runs, the volume of production by sheets gives a new dimension to the understanding of print 
culture. The chronological analysis of Janot’s career is complemented by a thematic discussion of 
prominent genres in his output (chapter two). Any future consideration of editions printed by Janot 
will benefit from the context provided in these first two chapters, as well as from the detailed 
bibliographical descriptions. 
 
Among the most useful features of this work is the extensive description of printing material. The 
meticulous inventorying of woodcut initial letters, accompanied by numerous illustrations, is 
particularly relevant for the Parisian marketplace of print. The level of detail provided here is 
especially helpful to readers making book-in-hand comparisons. Together with joint editions 
resulting in separate issues, other partnerships animated the Parisian book trade, with publishers 
relying on multiple printers for their output. Being able to identify printing materials is critical to 
working out existing connections in the trade that may not have been made explicit through imprints 
and colophons. The inventorying of typographical materials follows not only the use of individual 
pieces, but also their deterioration through years of use. A case in point is discussed at p. 12 
regarding one of Janot’s printer’s devices; the level of damage of this xylographic mark could be 
used to refine the dating of editions described as 235 and 324. Several more such cases can be found 
throughout the volume.  
 
Future scholars may be able to pick up several research threads that arise from this volume, which 
functions as an instrument of discovery as well as a work of reference. The question of what 
typographical materials Denis may have inherited at the death of his father Jean in 1522 might prove 
the first port of call for any such investigation – possibly to be conducted through the examination of 
the 26 ‘initials not found in sets’ (see the full list and description, pp. 59-60, and reproductions 
representative of the sample at p. 159). A volume of this length could scarcely allow for the 
examination of such lengthy topics somewhat outside its remit (requiring the comprehensive study 
of Jean Janot’s printed output in addition to his son’s), but it does provide all the necessary evidence 
for any further investigation. 
 
Rawles focuses instead on Janot’s activity as a printer, starting with the first dated edition printed 
under his name (no. 1, pp. 208-209), making it its objective to outlining his career through the 
development of his partnerships, printing practices and generally the material features of his output. 



He does so marvellously well, providing the ultimate guide to anyone with an interest in this 
particular topic, as well as a model for bibliographic studies of early printing in Paris. The generous 
allocation of space granted by publication in Brill’s series The Library of the Written Word means that 
Rawles was able to publish lengthy and detailed bibliographical descriptions, which will serve as 
points of references for years to come and demonstrate the full potential of publishing paper 
bibliographies in the digital age.  
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